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SUMMARY  
Background: Embryonic stem cells (ESCs), derived from pre-implantation embryos, are 
pluripotent which means they are capable of unlimited self-renewal and differentiation into any 
cell type of the three embryonic germ layers. The mechanisms controlling pluripotency and its 
different states are not clearly defined yet in human. As such, gene disruption by CRISPR/Cas9 
could serve as a valuable tool to identify drivers of pluripotency and investigate early embryonic 
development. 
 
Methods: Human ESCs (hESCs) cultured in two different media supporting naive 
pluripotency, GDN and RSeT, were transfected with CRISPR/Cas9 components targeting 
NANOG and CDX2, by nucleofection. To determine overall editing efficiencies, DNA was 
extracted from the transfected cells, amplified by PCR and subsequently sequenced on an 
Illumina MiSeq platform. Finally, the editing efficiency and indel variants were quantified by 
BATCH-GE.  
 
Results: Primed hESCs were converted towards a naive state by culturing them in GDN and 
RSeT medium. In both conditions, hESCs showed nuclear expression of pluripotency markers 
NANOG and OCT4. For NANOG knockout in GDN conditions, editing efficiencies ranged from 
52% to 96%. Additionally, all the predominant indels induced frameshift mutations, potentially 
causing a non-functional protein. Unfortunately, due to technical failures of the MiSeq machine, 
results about NANOG knockout in RSeT, and CDX2 knockout could not be obtained in time. 
 
Conclusions: High editing efficiencies were obtained for NANOG knockout in hESCs cultured 
in GDN conditions showing that our experimental set-up enables efficient gene knockout and 
can therefore be applied to target other developmental genes, such as CDX2, which has 
already been initiated.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Pluripotency describes the ability of a cell to generate all cell types of an embryo, except the 
trophectoderm. Little is known about the mechanisms regulating pluripotency in human. 
However, deciphering pluripotency and the pathways involved in pre-implantation 
development, is crucial for the deeper understanding of mammalian development and can 
have major implications towards the treatment of infertility. Moreover, understanding the 
differentiation capability of pluripotent stem cells is fundamental for the generation of various 
cell types in stem cell-based regenerative medicine.  
 
In the past 20 years, genome editing studies in mice have identified many important gene 
regulatory mechanisms controlling pluripotency [1]. Although findings obtained in mice could 
be extrapolated to human, many studies have revealed important differences between human 
and mice pluripotency as well, demanding critical interpretation of knowledge generated by 
studies in mice [2–5]. For this reason, studies in human embryos are indispensable. With the 
introduction of CRISPR/Cas9, a state-of-the-art genome editing technique adapted from a 
naturally occurring genome editing system found in bacteria, the unravelling of the 
mechanisms shaping early embryonic development has become easier. However, the use of 
embryos is linked to a lot of criticism and raises a lot of ethical issues [6]. As an alternative, 
pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), such as embryonic stem cells (ESCs), can be used as a useful 
tool to elucidate regulatory processes during early embryonic development, as PSCs 
recapitulate the cellular context of the pre-implantation embryo. Additionally, ESCs can be 
cultivated in large numbers and they offer several advantages towards genetic modification. 
As such, they could be employed as an interesting model to study gene function and the 
physiological processes appearing during early embryonic development [4].  
  
1.1. Pluripotent Stem Cells  
1.1.1. Embryonic Stem Cells versus induced Pluripotent Stem Cells 
 
Pluripotency is a unique characteristic of stem cells and it means that they are able to grow 
and divide indefinitely, while at the same time retaining the capacity to differentiate into the 
three germ cell layers of the early embryo and therefore into all cells of the adult body, but not 
extraembryonic tissues such as the placenta [4,5]. Pluripotency distinguishes embryonic stem 
cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from adult stem cells, which are 
multipotent and can only give rise to cell types from the organ of origin. 
 
ESCs are derived from the inner cell mass (ICM) of embryos. However, their use is linked with 
ethical considerations as the derivation of hESCs involves the destruction of human embryos. 
Yamanaka et al. were the first to describe the derivation of iPSCs from somatic cells as an 
alternative pathway for the derivation of ESCs. In 2006, the research group successfully 
reprogrammed mouse embryonic or adult fibroblasts into pluripotent cells by retroviral-
mediated transfection of four transcription factors, namely Oct3/4, Sox2, Klf4 and C-Myc 
(OSKM) [7]. The resulting cells showed the morphology and growth properties of ESCs, and 
they expressed ESC marker genes. Subsequently, the research group of Yamanaka also 
demonstrated the generation of iPSCs from adult human dermal fibroblasts with the same four 
factors [8]. However, the use of retroviral viruses is associated with safety concerns for clinical 
applications as retroviral integration of the transcription factors may activate or inactivate 
certain host genes, resulting in tumorigenicity. As a result, it was demonstrated that somatic 
reprogramming toward pluripotency can be obtained using only small-molecule compounds 
making them more desirable for clinical applications [9]. Furthermore, ‘Somatic Cell Nuclear 
Transfer’ (SCNT) is another way to reprogram cells without the use of viruses [10]. In SCNT, 
the nucleus of a somatic cell is transferred to the cytoplasm of an enucleated oocyte. Next, the 
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somatic nucleus is reprogrammed by factors of the host oocyte. Subsequently, the egg is able 
to develop to the blastocyst stage from which ESCs can be derived.  
 
Due to their ability to differentiate into any cell type of the body, PSCs are good candidates for 
cell replacement therapy and disease modelling. Especially the reprogrammed PSC are very 
valuable, since they enable the derivation of patient-specific adult cell types which could be 
used for replacement therapy. Moreover, it has been reported that the methylation profiles of 
SCNT-ESCs are more similar to ESCs derived from embryos than iPSCs, and that iPSCs carry 
more epigenetic memory [11]. Therefore, SCNT-ESCs are more ideal candidates to use for 
cellular replacement therapies. However, optimization of the SCNT technique is still necessary 
as the technique is not quite efficient yet [12]. 
 
Additionally, as previously mentioned, PSCs recapitulate the cellular context of the 
preimplantation embryo. Therefore, they have also emerged as a model system to study gene 
function and the physiological processes occurring during early embryonic development.  
 
1.1.2. Embryonic Stem Cells 
 
Development proceeds from a state of totipotency, characterized by the zygote and 
blastomeres during the early cleavage stage of the embryo, to cells that are restricted in their 
developmental potential [13,14]. At the 16-cell stage, the cells of the embryo divide into an 
outer trophoblast layer, which will form the placenta, and an inner cell mass (ICM), which 
develops into the epiblast and the hypoblast, which form the embryo and yolk sac respectively. 
Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are derived from the epiblast lineage and are called pluripotent 
because they can differentiate into any of the three germ layers of the developing embryo, as 
previously mentioned.   
 
1.1.2.1. History  
 
The first mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) were derived in 1981 from the ICM of pre-
implantation blastocysts at embryonic day (E) 3.5-4.5 [15]. However, the derivation of mESCs 
from mice strains other than 129 was only successful by inhibition of the Glycogen Synthase 
Kinase 3β (GSK3β) and the Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (Erk1/2) pathway by 
CHIR99021 and PD0325901 respectively (also known as the 2i condition) [16,17]. From 2007 
onwards, a novel state of pluripotent stem cells could be derived from the post-implantation 
blastocyst around E5.5-E6.5, named mouse epiblast stem cells (mEpiSCs) [18,19]. mESCs 
and mEpiSCs show differences in several aspects, such as their colony morphology and 
pluripotency state. As such, different states of pluripotency are described, referred to as naive 
and primed pluripotency, respectively [16].  
 
In human, the derivation of ESCs (human ESCs, hESCs) from in vitro fertilization (IVF) 
blastocysts was achieved in 1998 [5]. Notably, although derived from the same state of 
development (pre-implantation blastocyst) as mESCs, hESCs are more similar to mEpiSCs in 
terms of colony morphology and characteristics, which reflects the difficulty of capturing the 
naive pluripotent state in human. Due to obvious ethical constrains the derivation of hESCs 
from the post-implantation blastocysts cannot be carried out.  
 
1.1.2.2. Different states of pluripotency: naive versus primed 
 
The primed and naive state of pluripotency differ in several aspects such as their colony 
morphology, differentiation behavior and signaling pathways required for maintenance of the 
pluripotent state, reflecting different transcriptomic and epigenetic characteristics (Table 1) 
[16]. More specific, naive pluripotent stem cells express lower levels of early differentiation 
markers, can contribute to chimeras, when injected into mice blastocysts and exhibit a more 
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homogenous state of pluripotency. Moreover, two active X chromosomes (XaXa) are 
maintained in female cells and they express lower methylation levels. When cultured, naive 
cells form small domed colonies and can be passaged as single-cells following trypsinization. 
Conversely, primed cells cannot contribute to chimeras and exhibit a more heterogeneous 
state of pluripotency. Besides, they form more flattened colonies and cannot be passaged as 
single-cells. On a molecular level, naive and primed cells show differences in the expression 
pattern of core pluripotency markers. Naive cells exhibit expression of NANOG, SOX2, OCT4, 
KLF2/4 and ESRRB. In contrast, primed cells will still exhibit pluripotency markers such as 
OCT4 and SOX2, but lower levels of NANOG are detectable along with downregulation of 
naive markers such as KLF2/4 and ESRRB [2]. In addition, primed cells exhibit elevated levels 
of early differentiation markers, such as PRDM14, FGF5 and SOX1 [20]. Another difference is 
the dependence on different pathways to maintain the pluripotent state. Naive cells require 
LIF/Stat3 signaling, while primed cells are dependent on bFGF and TGFß/Activin A signaling 
[16].  
 
Table 1 Key characteristics of naive and primed pluripotency. 

Features Naive pluripotency Primed pluripotency 
Predisposition None Some predisposition towards 

certain cell types 
Expression of early 
differentiation markers 

Low Elevated 

Epigenetic characteristics Lower DNA methylation levels Higher DNA methylation levels 
Chimera formation Yes No 
X chromosome status 
(female cells) 

XaXa (both active) XaXi (X chromosome 
inactivation) 

Colony morphology Domed colonies Flat colonies 
Single-cell survival rate High Low 
Clonogenicity High Low 
Gene targeting feasibility  Amenable to gene targeting Low targeting efficiency 
Stabilization LIF/Stat3 bFGF, TGFβ/Activin A 
Gene expression of core 
pluripotency markers 

OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, 
KLF2/4, ESRRB 

OCT4, SOX2, NANOG (lower 
levels), OTX2  

 
 
For clinical applications, the derivation of hESCs in the naive state is of great interest, as 
primed cells exhibit some shortcomings compared to naive cells, for instance, their 
heterogeneity, and the inability of single-cells passaging, which both limit fast proliferation of 
the culture. In contrast, naive cells have an elevated growth rate and efficient clonal growth. 
Moreover, the more homogenous culture of naive cells leads to more unbiased and efficient 
directed differentiation towards germ layer derivatives [20,21].  
 
One of the questions raised is whether the naive state even exists in human. To date, a lot of 
efforts have been made to obtain the naive pluripotency state in human [21–24]. In 2010, it 
was demonstrated that primed hESCs can be reprogrammed to a more naive state by ectopic 
expression of OCT4 + KLF4 in 2i/LIF medium, or KLF4 + KLF2 in 2i/LIF medium [23]. 
Moreover, Hannah et al. showed that hESCs cultured in 2i and LIF, supplemented with 
Forskolin (FK), a protein kinase A pathway agonist, which can induce KLF4 and KLF2 
expression, is enough to maintain the naive state for 15-20 passages, in the absence of ectopic 
expression [23]. In addition, in 2013, the lab of Hanna established an optimized chemically 
defined medium to induce naive pluripotency both from pre-existing primed hESCs and by 
direct derivation from the blastocyst stage [24]. The medium was termed naive human stem 
cell medium (NHSM), allowing a robust and long-term maintenance of naive hESCs, containing 
low doses of bFGF and ActA/Nodal. From that moment onwards, several other research 
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groups reported different naive human stem cell media, all lacking ectopic expression of 
pluripotency markers, to obtain the ‘perfect’ naive state in human [21]. The group of Prof. 
Heindryckx reported a good-working combination of small molecules and growth factors, such 
as Ascorbic Acid (AA), FK and bFGF  in combination with 2i and LIF, called GDN medium, to 
induce a naive pluripotent state of hESCs cultured on a feeder layer of mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (MEFs) [22]. 
 
These findings suggest that hESCs can exist in the naive state, similarly to mESCs. However, 
comparative study analysis of the naive cells obtained by all the different protocols and culture 
media revealed that they induced a continuum of different pluripotent states, and these are  
not completely identical to naive mESCs [21].  
 
In conclusion, pluripotency should not be considered as a fixed state, but rather as a highly 
dynamical network. The molecular mechanisms controlling pluripotency and the different 
states are not clearly defined yet, and strategies designed to control gene expression by either 
loss- or gain-of-function are invaluable tools for unravelling the complete potency spectrum 
and its transitions. For the prior reasons, gaining further insights on the mechanisms regulating 
pluripotency by introducing specific gene disruption by CRISPR/Cas9 is of paramount 
importance to figuring out early human development and accomplishing the therapeutic 
potential of PSCs.  
 
1.1.3. Molecular hallmarks of pluripotency  
 
The maintenance of pluripotency is controlled by a core network of transcription factors, 
including OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG. Moreover, signaling pathways such as the Leukemia 
Inhibitory Factor- (LIF), Wnt- and Bone Morphogenetic Protein 4 (BMP4) pathway also act to 
sustain the undifferentiated state [13]. Together, the transcription factors and the signaling 
pathways, determine a dynamic mechanism that ensures indefinite self-renewal and protects 
ESCs from lineage commitment. 
 
1.1.3.1. Extracellular signals of ESC self-renewal  
 
MESC were first derived by culturing mouse blastocysts from 129 mouse strain on mouse 
embryonic fibroblast (MEF) feeder cells, in serum-containing medium [15]. MEFs support 
mESC self-renewal by secretion of LIF and it is known that the essential factor for maintenance 
of self-renewal in serum is BMP4. As such, mESC can also be maintained without feeder cells 
if cultured with LIF and BMP4 [23].  
 
Alternatively, mESCs derived from strains other than 129, need addition of two small molecule 
inhibitors (2i condition). The molecular mechanisms underlying ESC self-renewal mediated by 
LIF and 2i have been greatly investigated. JAK-STAT is one of the major signal transduction 
pathways that is activated downstream of LIF [14]. It has been shown that STAT3, a 
transcription factor activated by JAK kinases, is necessary and sufficient to maintain 
pluripotency. Additionally, the PI3K-AKT pathway is also activated by LIF. As such, LIF and 
STAT3 both integrate the LIF signal into the nuclei in parallel, which activates transcription 
factors responsible for maintaining pluripotency. In contrary, MAPK, also activated by LIF, 
works as a negative regulator of pluripotency meaning that inhibition of the MAPK pathway is 
necessary to maintain pluripotency. Furthermore, GSK3β, which is negatively regulated by the 
Wnt pathway, also needs to be inhibited. The inhibition of those pathways is realized by adding 
PD0325901 and CHIR9902 (2i), respectively, to the medium [23].  
 
In human, both factors that are known to maintain naive mESC such as 2i/LIF and factors that 
are known to promote primed state pluripotency in mESCs such as bFGF are both needed for 
the maintenance of their naive pluripotent state [23]. Traditionally, hESCs are maintained on 
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inactivated MEFs. However, this type of culture is labor intensive and is difficult to reproduce 
as variability can be caused by undefined biological substances and factors derived from the 
MEFs. Moreover, animal derived components that may have the potential to transmit 
pathogens must be substituted to allow therapeutic applications of stem cells. Nowadays, 
many commercial media are available which contain the fundamental components to grow 
hESCs feeder free on ECM coated dishes [25].  
 
1.1.3.2. Transcription factors for ESC self-renewal 

1.1.3.2.1. Core transcription factors 
	
It is already known that embryonic stem cell identity is controlled by a gene regulatory network 
centered around a triumvirate of transcription factors (TF), OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG 
(collectively, OSN), based on their specific expression patterns in ESCs and early embryos 
and their essential roles during early development [1,26,27]. These TFs cooperatively bind to 
the promotors of their own genes, forming interconnected auto-regulatory loops. They activate 
a substantial fraction of protein-coding genes, miRNA, and non-coding RNA genes in ESCs, 
while also regulating genes encoding other transcriptional regulators, determining the 
developmental potential of these cells [26,27].  
 
OCT4 is a transcription factor encoded by the POU5F1 gene and belongs to the POU 
transcription factor family [26]. It possesses a POU domain composed of two DNA-binding 
domains, a homeodomain (POUHD) and a POU-specific domain (POUS). Both domains bind 
DNA in a cooperative way. The expression levels of OCT4 are a critical determinant of the 
phenotype of embryonic stem cells. In some circumstances ESCs can tolerate loss of the core 
transcription factors SOX2 or NANOG by substitution of other factors, while OCT4 has proven 
the most indispensable among the core TFs [27]. As such, OCT4 remains the pre-eminent 
pluripotency factor and is considered as the master pluripotency gene. OCT4 deletion in 
embryos and ESCs results in loss of pluripotency and spontaneous differentiation towards 
trophectoderm, indicating that OCT4 is fundamental for the maintenance of pluripotency [3,28]. 
Furthermore, OCT4 forms a heterodimer with SOX2, and subsequently co-targets multiple 
genes involved in the regulation of pluripotency including OCT4 and SOX2 itself, indicating 
that a positive feedback mechanism may be involved in the maintenance of pluripotency [26]. 
Overexpression of OCT4 results in differentiation into a mixed cell population that expresses 
markers of endoderm and mesoderm, probably due to the retention of the repressor function 
that blocks trophectoderm differentiation [28]. In conclusion, the expression of OCT4 needs to 
be restricted within tight boundaries in order to maintain the pluripotent character of ESCs. 
 
SOX2 also belongs to the core pluripotency network and is a member of the SRY-related HMG 
box family of transcription factors. All the family members contain a conserved high mobility 
group domain (HMG box), which mediates their binding to DNA. SOX2 is first expressed in the 
blastomeres of the four-cell embryo and its expression later gets restricted to the ICM and 
epiblast of the embryo and subsequently to the germ cells. In contrast to NANOG and OCT4, 
SOX2 is also expressed in the multipotential cells of the extra-embryonic ectoderm, indicating 
a role for SOX2 in preserving a developmental potential [29].  
 
Fong et al., were the first to define a clear role for SOX2 in hESC by using RNA-interference 
(RNAi) to knock down SOX2 expression [29]. Reduction of SOX2 by RNAi resulted in a loss 
of the hESC state as demonstrated by a different cell morphology, altered stem cell marker 
expression and increased expression of trophectoderm markers, proving a crucial role for 
SOX2 in the maintenance of the pluripotent state in hESCs. In addition, the expression of 
several key stem cell factors, including OCT4 and NANOG was downregulated, linking these 
three factors together in a pluripotent state [29].  
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The third core TF in ESCs is NANOG, a homeodomain-containing transcription factor that 
holds the ability to sustain pluripotency potential in ESCs in the absence of LIF. Nanog null 
mouse ESCs show a higher expression of endoderm transcription factors, parietal endoderm 
markers and visceral endoderm markers and a reduction of pluripotency markers like Oct4 and 
Rex1, meaning that Nanog disruption directs mESCs fate exclusively into extraembryonic 
endoderm lineages [30,31]. In addition, NANOG knockdown by small interfering RNA (siRNA) 
in human ESCs results in differentiation to extra-embryonic lineages and trophectoderm 
specification as revealed by the appearance of spindle shaped, flattened cells and an 
upregulation of markers of extra-embryonic endoderm, parietal endoderm, visceral endoderm 
and trophectoderm [32,33].   
 
Moreover, Nanog expression levels affect the probability of mESCs to exit the naive state of 
pluripotency, as downregulation of Nanog is necessary to enter the primed state [34]. Thus, 
for the transition from naive to primed pluripotency, robust expression of Oct4 and Sox2 is 
needed, while Nanog expression should be alleviated.  
 

1.1.3.2.2. Other important transcription factors 

In addition to OSN, a plethora of other transcription factors are involved in the regulation of 
pluripotency, for example OTX2, an early post-implantation gene. In contrast to NANOG, it is 
known that the transcription factor is restricted to the primed state in mESCs [34,35]. OTX2 
has been extensively investigated in the development and differentiation of anterior 
neuroectoderm, more specific it is essential for the normal development of brain, cerebellum, 
pineal gland, and eye [36]. In addition, studies in mice revealed that OTX2 is crucial for 
controlling the ESC state and its transition to a stable EpiSC state as Otx2 null mESCs cultured 
in LIF show naive identity and abnormal conversion into primed state, whereas Otx2 
overexpression induces primed identity [35]. 

Furthermore, OTX2 and NANOG together contribute to define the metastable state of mESCs 
cultured in medium containing LIF + FBS, by promoting antagonistic conditions [34]. 
Importantly, a similar heterogeneity can be identified in the preimplantation mouse embryo at 
E4.5 when the epiblast loses naive identity and starts to induce early primed pluripotency [37]. 
Otx2 is expressed in mESCs exhibiting low levels of Nanog, whereas low levels of Otx2 are 
linked with high Nanog expression [34,37]. Lack of Otx2 in mESCs causes high level 
expression of Nanog and Klf4, increased LIF signaling and weakened activity of FGF signaling. 
In contrast, activation of Otx2 expression causes a reduction in the number of mESC co-
expressing high levels of Nanog and Klf4, an increase of FGF activity and an induction of 
epiblast markers [34]. Moreover, lack of Otx2 or activation of Otx2 generates abnormalities in 
expression levels of TFs, which are similar to those exhibited by ESCs overexpressing or 
lacking Nanog respectively. In conclusion, OTX2 and NANOG together contribute to the 
heterogeneous identity of mESCs cultured in medium containing LIF + FBS and individually 
predispose them for optimal response to naive or primed inducing factors [34].  

Lastly, the transcription factor CDX2, a caudal-type homeodomain TF, is another interesting 
developmental marker which is first expressed in the trophectoderm (TE) of the blastocyst and 
the trophoblast lineage during post-implantation stages. It is possible that early segregation of 
CDX2 to the outer cells of the morula and early blastocyst is the key for initiating the first 
lineage segregation (TE versus ICM) [38]. Gene targeting approaches in mice have revealed 
that Cdx2 null embryos fail to implant, possibly due to loss of TE epithelial integrity and/or 
increased incidence of apoptosis of TE [38]. However, the precise role of CDX2 in the initial 
TE specification remains uncertain. In mESCs, forced overexpression of Cdx2 triggers 
differentiation into trophoblast, probably by rapidly downregulation of the pluripotency 
associated RNAs Oct4, Nanog and Sox2, which are necessary for the maintenance of 
ESC/ICM identity, by direct repression of the TFs or via independent regulatory circuits [39]. 
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Next to the TFs discussed here, other transcriptional regulators are also participating to 
maintain pluripotency and ESC identity. Recent work has begun to identify new components 
of the transcriptional regulatory network required for the maintenance of pluripotency, which 
should enhance our current understanding. In these studies, genome editing techniques could 
be a useful tool to discern the contribution of each factor within the pluripotency network, by 
knocking out the expression of the TFs. 

1.2. Genome editing 
 
Genome editing refers to the process of modifying, inserting or deleting sequences at particular 
locations in the genome of a living organism, which can facilitate the elucidation of gene 
function. 
 
A first breakthrough in biotechnology, was the development of recombinant DNA technology 
in the 1970s, which refers to the ex vivo manipulation of DNA molecules [40].  
 
A second important finding was the development of gene targeting by homologous 
recombination (HR) [41]. HR-mediated gene targeting allows for the introduction of precise 
alterations by supplying an exogenous repair template with homologous regions to the targeted 
gene. While the efficiency of the process is generally very low, with only 1 desired 
recombination event in 106-109 cells, it was shown that the introduction of a double-stranded 
break stimulates the process significantly [41]. 
 
The recent discovery and refinement of programmable nuclease-based genome editing 
technologies greatly facilitated targeted and precise genome modifications. 
 
1.2.1. Programmable nuclease-based genome editing 
 
By delivering custom-engineered endonucleases, targeted DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) 
can be introduced at the genomic locus of interest, triggering the inherent DNA repair 
machinery in the cells. 
 
Upon cell delivery, nuclease-induced DSBs are created at the targeted genomic locus. 
Consequently, endogenous DNA repair mechanisms, including homology-directed repair 
(HDR) and non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), are initiated to resolve the DSB. In the 
absence of any homologous DNA sequence, the cell will undergo NHEJ. This can lead to 
random insertions or deletion of nucleotides, which can result in a disruption of the reading 
frame of a coding sequence or the binding sites of trans-acting factors in promotors or 
enhancers causing a modification of the target gene. HDR-mediated repair on the other hand, 
can lead to precise repair as the DSBs are repaired based on DNA donor templates with 
homologous regions to the targeted genomic region [42]. 
 
To date, the most commonly employed technologies for gene-editing include zinc finger 
nucleases (ZFNs), based on building blocks of eukaryotic transcription factors, transcription 
activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) from Xanthomonas bacteria and the RNA-guided 
DNA endonuclease Cas9 from the type II bacterial adaptive immune system CRISPR [40].  
ZFNs and TALENs are very labor-intensive to produce, since each DNA target sequence 
requires extensive protein engineering of TALEN- or ZF-DNA binding-domain [42]. In contrast, 
in the CRISPR/Cas9 technology, the recognition of the desired target is not directed by a 
protein, but by a more easily programmable RNA molecule that can be redesigned to recognize 
any desired target in the genome [6]. Due to its efficiency and its ease, CRISPR/Cas9 has 
nowadays been emerged as the most popular method for gene editing. 
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1.2.2. CRISPR/Cas9  
1.2.2.1. An adaptive immune defense in bacteria and archaea  

CRISPR/Cas stands for ‘Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 
Repeats/CRISPR-associated genes. CRISPRs are DNA segments containing short, repetitive 
base sequences in a palindromic repeat, which are found in the genome of 50% of bacteria 
and 90% of archaea [43]. Each repetition is followed by spacer DNA, consisting of short DNA 
sequences originating from previously invading viruses or plasmids, pointing towards a vital 
role for the CRISPR locus in the adaptive immunity response of bacteria and archaea against 
invading viruses. 

CRISPR/Cas immunity can be divided into three steps (Figure 1) [44]. During the adaptive 
stage, DNA fragments of invading viruses or plasmids are incorporated into the CRISPR locus 
as protospacers. However, the selection of incorporated fragments is not random, but based 
on the adjacent presence of a characteristic short DNA sequence (3-5 base pairs), called the 
‘protospacer adjacent motif’ (PAM). In the expression and interference phase, the repeat-
spacer elements are transcribed into a long precursor CRISPR RNA (pre-crRNA) followed by 
enzymatic cleavage to form CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs). Cas proteins associate together with 
crRNAs to form ribonucleotide complexes (RNPs) that can base pair with complementary 
protospacer sequences of invading viruses of plasmids. After target recognition by crRNAs, 
foreign sequences can be silenced through cleavage by Cas proteins.  

 
 

 

To date, many types of CRISPR/Cas systems have been discovered and classified into three 
major types and several subtypes according to the occurrence of specific CRISPR-associated 
(Cas) genes, which are essential for the expression and maturation of crRNAs and interference 
with invaders [40]. In type I and III systems, the pre-crRNAs are processed by Cas 
endonucleases. Subsequently, a large multi-Cas protein complex is formed by assembly of 
each crRNA, able to recognize and cleave the nucleic acids complementary to the crRNA. In 
the type II system, processing of the pre-crRNA is triggered by base pairing with a trans-
activating crRNA (tracrRNA). Once formed, the tracrRNA:pre-crRNA duplexes are cleaved by 
Rnase III in the presence of Cas9 and the resulting intermediate crRNAs are further trimmed 
into short mature crRNAs. 

Figure 1 Overview of CRISPR/Cas Immune System. (Adapted from Zhang et al., Mol. Ther. Nucleic 
Acids (2017) [44]). 

Adaptive Phase: insertion of new 
spacers into CRISPR locus 

Interference Phase: detection of target 
and degradation 

Expression Phase:  expression of the 
Cas genes, transcription of CRISPR 
locus and processing of crRNA 
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1.2.2.2. CRISPR and Cas9 as a tool in molecular biology  

Due to its simplicity, the Type II CRISPR-system was selected and engineered towards a 
genome editing tool, as this system functions with only three components: the Streptococcus 
pyogenes Cas9 endonuclease, recognizing a 5’-NGG-3’ PAM sequence, a specificity-
determining CRISPR RNA (crRNA) and an auxiliary trans-activating CRISPR RNA (tracrRNA) 
(Figure 2.A). In 2013, its first application in mammalian cells was described by Mali et al. and 
Cong et al., leading to successful genome editing [45,46]. Subsequently, further modifications 
simplified the system, by fusing the crRNA and tracrRNA together, generating a single guide 
RNA (sgRNA). When the target site is recognized by the sgRNA, the Cas9 endonuclease 
introduces a double-stranded break at the target region, approximately 3 base pairs adjacent 
to the PAM sequence. To induce the DSB, Cas9 relies on the presence of two nuclease 
domains: the HNH-like nuclease domain that resides in the mid-region of the protein, which 
cleaves the complementary strand, and the RuvC-like nuclease domain located at the amino 
terminus, which cleaves the non-complementary strand. DSBs are resolved by cell-
endogenous repair pathways, as described in section 1.2.1. (Figure 2.B). 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Components (A) and principle (B) of the CRISPR/Cas9 system for directing 
Cas9 endonucleases to genomic targets.  
(Adapted from https://dharmacon.horizondiscovery.com/applications/gene-editing/ and 
www.ESHRE.be, Ben Davies) 

RuvC 

HNH 

A 

B 
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1.2.2.3. Limitations  
 
A well-known limitation of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing is that Cas9 tolerates mismatches 
between the guide RNA and targeted genomic DNA, potentially leading to DNA cleavage at 
off-target regions [44]. Therefore, the design of the guide RNA plays a critical role in ensuring 
high efficiency and avoiding as much off-target editing as possible. Various online tools exist, 
such as CRISPRscan and CRISPRdirect, which combine the design of the crRNA/sgRNA 
molecule for the gene of interest, with an in silico off-target editing prediction [47,48]. Limiting 
potential off-target effects can also be addressed during experimental set-up. More specifically, 
a simple way to improve the efficiency or reducing off-target effects is by delivery of the 
CRISPR/Cas9 components in a ribonucleoprotein formation. Delivery of purified Cas9 protein 
and sgRNA (ribonucleoprotein complex or RNP complex) into cells resulted in reduced off-
target effects compared to the delivery of plasmid sequences encoding Cas9 and sgRNA 
[49,50]. Cas9-sgRNA RNP complexes cleave DNA almost immediately after delivery and are 
degraded rapidly in cells in contrast to plasmids which are more stable and persist for a longer 
period. 
 
Finally, the occurrence of off-target effects can be investigated post-delivery, by either 
performing targeted deep sequencing of in silico-predicted off-target sites, or by performing 
genome-wide off-target analysis, employing methods, such as GUIDEseq or Digenomeseq 
[51,52]. This analysis is essential especially in case of therapeutic or clinical applications of 
edited human material. 
 
1.3. CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing in hESCs: state of the art 

 
In 2017, Fogarty et al. used CRISPR/Cas9 for the first time to investigate the role of a 
pluripotency-associated gene, namely OCT4, during human embryogenesis [3]. As research 
on human embryos has to deal with various ethical and practical limitations, hESCs were used 
to screen for multiple sgRNAs that could target POU5F1, which encodes OCT4.  

Further, Jacobs et al. published a workflow for efficient genome editing in naive hESCs [53]. 
CRISPR/Cas9 was performed at hESCs in the naive state because this state is more 
amendable to genome editing as it enables some characteristics favourable to increase 
targeting efficiency. For example, the fast proliferation rate enables fast expansion of the 
culture. Moreover, single-cell passaging and high single-cell cloning efficiency enable easier 
clonal isolation and selection after transfection. In addition, the naive state is also more 
homogenous and has a more open chromatin state because there is a reduction in DNA 
methylation. All these characteristics make genome editing more efficient.  
 
To investigate the editing efficiency and characteristics of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in naive 
hESCs, Jacobs et al. transfected Cas9 nuclease- as well as Cas9 nickase-expressing 
plasmids targeting the desirable genes in naive hESCs by nucleofection [53]. Editing 
efficiencies ranged from 1 to 19%, however, delivery of ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) seems to 
be more efficient compared to plasmids expressing the Cas9 nuclease. Furthermore, RNP 
delivery is less stressful to human ESCs, producing at least twofold more colonies compared 
to plasmid transfection [50]. Therefore, it would be more beneficial to start with the introduction 
of the RNP complex as current literature supports that it can increase the editing efficiency, 
produce twofold more colonies and possibly have reduced off-target effects [49,50].  
 
Fogarty et al. are the only group that have ever performed CRISPR/Cas9 targeting of 
pluripotency-associated genes in human ESCs and human embryos [3]. More specifically, 
POU5F1 KO in hESCs leaded to differentiation of hESCs towards trophectoderm lineages and 
deletion of the same gene in human zygotes compromised blastocyst development. Moreover, 
the group of Daigneault et al. targeted the same gene as Fogarty et al. by CRISPR/Cas9, but 
in bovine embryos [54]. Other groups also made pluripotency gene knockout (KO) cells, 
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however, not in human and not using CRISPR/Cas9. For example, Chambers et al. performed 
Nanog KO in mouse ESCs, leading to differentiation of mESCs to primitive endoderm-like cells 
[31]. In human, targeting pluripotency-associated genes has especially been performed with 
RNA interference (gene knockdown) [28,29,32,33].  
 
1.4. Objectives  
 
The genome editing technique CRISPR/Cas9 will be used to unravel the role of different genes 
involved in early embryonic development. As embryonic stem cells closely resemble the 
preimplantation epiblast, the CRISPR/Cas9 approach will be primarily validated in existing 
hESC lines, prior to experiments in human embryos. Experiments in hESCs will allow us to 
select the optimal crRNA to delete genes efficiently and precisely in human embryos and to 
investigate the effect on lineage segregation.  

The efficiency and usability of the CRISPR/Cas9 process will be evaluated based on an 
existing protocol of Jacobs et al. [53]. The protocol of Jacobs et al. is optimized for hESCs 
cultured in the naive medium GDN [22]. However, we also tested an alternative naive medium, 
namely RSeT as it is known that RSeT allows to obtain a better naive state compared to GDN 
[22,55,56]. As such, the efficiency of the process will be compared for the two different culture 
conditions. Two crRNAs targeting different regions of the gene will be evaluated based on their 
editing efficiency. In addition, instead of plasmid delivery, the crRNAs will be delivered as 
ribonucleoproteins (RNP complex), since delivery of RNPs is reported as more efficient and 
with reduced off-target effects [49,50]. 

A first candidate target gene is the core pluripotency gene NANOG. After NANOG KO in 
hESCs, we expect to observe differentiation towards endoderm or trophectoderm [32,33]. Also, 
lethality will possibly be observed due to the nucleofection process and due to the cruciality of 
NANOG during development, as was previously reported by Chambers et al. [31].  

Next, the same technique will be repeated for CDX2 targeting in hESCs, which will allow us to 
select the most favorable crRNA, based on editing efficiency and off-target effects, to target 
CDX2 in human embryos to study early lineage segregation in human embryonic development 
[38].  
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1.5. Study design  
 

The experimental setup of this project is represented in Figure 3, which is adapted from Jacobs 
et al. [53].  
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Figure 3 Experimental setup of this project. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

2.1. Culture of hESCs 
2.1.1. Culture of primed hESCs 
 
In-house-derived primed hESCs (cell line C8) were maintained on a feeder layer of inactivated 
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), in low oxygen conditions of 5% O2 and 6% CO2 at 37°C. 
The primed hESCs were cultured until 80-90% confluency was reached in hESC base medium 
containing 80% knockout Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), 20% Knockout 
Serum Replacement (KOSR), 1% L-glutamine, 1% Penicillin/streptomycin, 1% Non-Essential 
Amino Acids (NEAA) and 0,1 mM b-mercaptoethanol, supplemented with 4 ng/ml basic 
Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF). The primed cells were enzymatically passaged every 4-5 
days at a splitting ratio of 1:2 or 1:4 using Collagenase Trypsin Knockout serum replacement 
(CTK) and fed each day with fresh hESC medium. 
 
2.1.2. Conversion of primed hESCs towards naive hESCs 
 
Primed cell lines were converted to naive cells by passaging and culturing in two different 
conversion media, namely RSeT and GDN. RSeT medium is commercially available and 
patented by STEMCELL technologies, so no formulation data is available. For GDN, hESC 
base medium is supplemented with small molecules as described in Table 2. The naive cells 
were cultured at 37°C in low oxygen conditions of 5% O2 and 6% CO2 until the appearance of 
dome-shaped colonies and passaged, using 0,05% Trypsin and plated on freshly inactivated 
MEFs. Once the culture was well established, a splitting ratio of 1:2 for RSeT or 1:4 for GDN 
was used every three or four days, and the medium was refreshed on day two.  
 
                                                             Table 2 Formulation of naive conversion medium GDN,  
                                                                            small molecules added to hESC base medium 

Small molecules GDN 

Ascorbic Acid 
(AA) 

50 ng/mL 

hLIF 10 ng/mL 

bFGF 12 ng/mL 

PD0325901 1 µM 

CHIR99021 3 µM 

Forskolin (FK) 10 µM 

 
2.2. Immunostaining  

 
HESCs were cultured on gelatin-coated coverslips. At the day of splitting, the coverslips were 
washed with 1x PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 
for 20 minutes at room temperature (RT). Next, the cells were permeabilized for 9 minutes with 
1x PBS/0,1% Triton-X at RT. After permeabilization, the cells were blocked for 1 hour in 
blocking solution with 1x PBS, 0,05% Tween and 1% BSA. In addition, the primary antibodies 
(Table 3) were added, and cells were incubated overnight at 4°C. The next day, following 3 
washing steps, the coverslips were incubated with the secondary antibody for 1 hour at RT 
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(Table 4). Finally, the coverslips were washed in 1x PBS and incubated with 4’,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) for 20 minutes and mounted in 1, 4-Diazabicyclo-octane (DABCO).  
 
Table 3 Primary antibodies used for immunostaining and corresponding dilution factor. 

 
Table 4 Secondary antibodies used for immunostaining and corresponding dilution factor. 

 
2.3. Genome editing 
2.3.1. CRISPR RNA design 
 
To select the optimal protospacer sequence, a number of basic guidelines regarding targeting 
position should be taken into account. First, the crRNA should ideally not target the first exon, 
as alternative first codon use could still lead to a functional truncated protein product. More 
importantly, targeting the last exon and the final 55 base pairs in the one-to-last exon, should 
be avoided, to ensure triggering of the nonsense mediated decay (NMD) pathway. This 
surveillance pathway degrades the mRNA containing premature stop codons, generated due 
to indel mutations [57]. Additionally, the selected crRNA should target all gene transcripts.  
 
crRNA design is greatly facilitated by a number of freely available online tools, such as 
CRISPRscan (https://www.crisprscan.org), CRISPRdirect (https://crispr.dbcls.jp) and the IDT  
‘CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA design checker’ tool 
(https://eu.idtdna.com/site/order/designtool/index/CRISPR_SEQUENCE), which return 
prediction scores for cleaving efficiency and potential off-target editing [47,48]. More 
specifically, in order to select crRNAs targeting the genes of interest, the prediction scores of 
the different online tools were taken into account and compared for each potential design of 
interest.  
  

• CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA design checker (IDT): On the IDT website, the possible 
crRNAs are displayed in a grid, with a color-coding system. The crRNAs in red are not 
recommended as they may hit other genes or may not work. The crRNA with the 
highest possible percentage for the on- and off-target score can be selected from the 
grid. However, it is not stated which off-target prediction algorithm is used.  

• CRISPRscan: CRISPRscan ranks and color-codes the designs according to their on-
target scoring potential (green, light green, grey). In addition, three types of off-target 
prediction algorithms are included in this tool. Firstly, the ‘All’ score calculates potential 
off-targets that have a maximum of 2 mismatches with the crRNA [58]. Secondly, the 
‘Seed’ score calculates potential off-targets which match perfectly in their seed (12 
nucleotides 3’ of the PAM sequence) and a maximum of 2 mismatches in the rest of 
the crRNA [46]. Therefore, this rule is more stringent than the ‘All’ method and as such 
less off-targets are found. Lastly, the ‘Cutting Frequency Determination’ (CFD) score 
calculates the percentage activity rates provided in a matrix of penalties based on 
mismatches of each possible type at each position within the crRNA sequence [59]. In 
conclusion, ‘All’, ‘Seed’ and ‘CFD’ have to be as low as possible. In contrast, the 
CRISPRscan score provides an overall score and should be as high as possible.  

Primary antibody  Species  Dilution factor 
NANOG Rabbit 1:100 
OCT4 Mouse 1:100 

Secondary antibody Species Dilution factor 
Alexa 488 (green channel) Donkey Anti Rabbit 1:500 
Alexa 594 (red channel) Goat Anti Mouse 1:500 
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• CRISPRdirect: Compared to the other two tools, CRISPRdirect displays all possible 
target sites and only uses two off-target prediction algorithms. In the ‘20mer + PAM’, 
the target sequence (20mer) adjacent to the PAM is searched against the genome. ‘1’ 
indicates that the sequence has one perfect match with the intended target. In the 
‘12mer + PAM’, the 12mer of the 3’ region (seed) of the target sequence adjacent to 
the PAM is searched against the genome. This region contains more critical residues 
determining target specificity compared to the 20mer adjacent to the PAM.  
 

Two different crRNAs targeting the same gene were selected for the two genes of interest, 
NANOG and CDX2. In addition, a crRNA targeting the housekeeping gene HPRT 
(hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase), which is commercially available with IDT 
(catalogue number 1072541), was included as a positive control.  
 
2.3.2. RNP complex formation  
 
CRISPR/Cas9 components will be delivered in a ribonucleoprotein formation, as it is reported 
that RNP delivery can improve the efficiency and reduce off-target effects [49,50]. RNP 
complex formation was carried out in two steps. Firstly, following resuspension of each RNA 
oligo (crRNA, tracrRNA and positive control) in IDTE buffer to reach a final concentration of 
200 µM (Figure 4, Step 1), the crRNA and tracrRNA oligo were mixed in a sterile 
microcentrifuge tube to a final duplex concentration of 100 µM. Additionally, to achieve 
crRNA:tracrRNA duplex formation, a heating step of 5 minutes was required. Secondly, the 
crRNA:tracrRNA duplex and Cas9 enzyme were mixed and diluted in PBS in order to form the 
RNP complex (Figure 4, Step 2). 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4 Ribonucleoprotein delivery by nucleofection using 2-part guide RNA (crRNA:tracrRNA duplex)  
(Adapted from IDTDNA: https://eu.idtdna.com/pages/products/crispr-genome-editing/alt-r-crispr-cas9-
system) 

crRNA tracrRNA 

Cas9 crRNA:tracrRNA 
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2.3.3. Nucleofection  
 
Nucleofection is a method that combines optimized electrical parameters (electroporation) and 
cell-type specific solutions, facilitating intracellular RNP delivery [60]. For each 
experiment/targeted gene, four different reactions were carried out. Two with the pre-designed 
crRNAs, one with a positive IDT control (targeting the HPRT gene) and one mock-treated 
control, meaning that cells were subjected to the nucleofection procedure and to the different 
solutions, but in the absence of any CRISPR/Cas9 component.  

HESCs of six confluent wells of a 6-well plate were harvested by trypsinization at day two after 
splitting. As it is advised to use 100 000-500 000 cells per transfection reaction, we chose to 
use approximately 200 000 cells per reaction [61]. The correct number of cells were 
resuspended in P3 Primary Cell Nucleofector Solution (Lonza) and mixed with the RNP 
complex. Next, Alt-R Cas9 Electroporation Enhancer of IDT (catalogue number 1075915) was 
added, which functions as a Cas9-specific carrier DNA and is optimized to work with the 4D-
Nucleofector device of Lonza to increase targeting efficiency and thereby increase genome 
editing efficiency. Subsequently, the mixture was transferred to the wells of the nucleocuvette 
to perform the nucleofection in the 4D Nucleofector of Lonza, program DN100 (Figure 4, step 
3). 

Following nucleofection, cells were resuspended in pre-warmed culture medium and 
transferred to a freshly prepared MEF plate, containing naive medium supplemented with 
ROCK-inhibitor (Y-27632). Cells were cultured for two days allowing enough time for 
attachment as well as for the editing to occur. 

2.3.4. DNA extraction  
 

To test the overall editing efficiency of the CRISPR, DNA was isolated from the transfected 
hESCs two days after nucleofection, using the GenEluteTM Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep 
Kit. For each different CRISPR reaction, DNA was extracted from the attached cells, but also 
from the culture medium to collect the floating, dead cells (Table 5, column 2). As we target 
genes involved in the pluripotency network, we also might induce cell death because of 
successful knockout. Collecting the floating dead cells will allow us to identify if the successfully 
edited cells belong to the dead population. The workflow of the DNA extraction is presented in 
Figure 5.  
 
Firstly, the culture medium was collected and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 300 xg (Figure 5.1). 
Subsequently the pellet was resuspended in Resuspension Solution. Meanwhile, the attached 
cells were harvested by trypsinization and also centrifuged and resuspended in Resuspension 
Solution. Secondly, Proteinase K and Lysis Solution C were added to the tubes for cell lysis, 
followed by an incubation step of 10 minutes at 70°C to activate Proteinase K. In the meantime, 
the columns were prepared for DNA binding by adding Column Preparation solution (Figure 
5.2). Afterwards, the lysates were loaded on the columns, in order to bind the DNA to the 
columns, followed by two washing steps to remove contaminants (Figure 5.3 and 5.4). Lastly, 
Elution Solution was added on the columns to collect the pure genomic DNA (Figure 5.5). The 
genomic DNA was 1/10 diluted and used as an input for PCR amplification of the target site.  
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Figure 5 DNA extraction protocol at day 2 after nucleofection with the GenEluteTM Mammalian 
Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit. The protocol is shown schematically on the right. (Adapted from: 
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/technical-documents/protocols/biology/genelute-mammalian-
genomic-dna-miniprep-kit.html). 
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2.3.5. Singleplex PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) amplification 
 
Extracted DNA was singleplex PCR-amplified for the corresponding region of interest and 
afterwards sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq platform. Predesigned target-specific primers and 
HPRT primers (IDT positive control kit, catalogue number 1072551) were used to amplify the 
desired targeted region (Table S1). First, the primers were diluted in nuclease free water to 
100 µM to make the stock solution. In addition, the stock solution was further diluted to a 
concentration of 2 µM.  
 
In total, 18 different PCR reactions were completed (Table 5). In each PCR tube, 5 µL genomic 
DNA, 2,5 µL of the corresponding forward and reverse primers and 10 µL Kapa2G Robust 
Hotstart Ready Mix (Kapa Biosystems) were added. The Ready Mix includes a pre-mixed 
mixture of polymerase, deoxynucleoside triphosphates (DNTPS), stabilizers and MgCl. In the 
‘no template control’, no genomic DNA was added to test if there was contamination with 
foreign DNA. Moreover, the negative controls contained the DNA of the cells that have 
undergone the nucleofection process but without the addition of RNP complex. The 
temperature cycling protocol used for the predesigned primers is displayed in Table S2 for 
NANOG (Touchdown PCR) and Table S3 for CDX2. Moreover, For the HPRT primers, IDT 
setting were used which consist of an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 5 min, followed by 
30 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 20 sec, annealing at 64-67°C for 15 sec and extension 
at 72°C for 30 sec. In the end, final extension was achieved at 72°C for 2 min.  
 
 
Table 5 NANOG KO: Different PCR amplification reactions of genomic DNA extracted 2 days after nucleofection. 
The same procedure was applied for CDX2, but H1 is located in exon 1 and H2 in exon 2. The positive control was 
tested only one time in GDN and RSeT conditions. Pellet = attached cells, supernatant (sup) = floating cells, NG = 
negative control 
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2.3.6. Next-generation-sequencing (NGS) and data analysis  
 
After library preparation, the PCR products were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq platform. 
Subsequently, BATCH-GE directly used NGS-derived sequencing data (fastQ file format) to 
analyze sample-by-sample in an automated batch-wise manner to generate an overview of 
genome editing efficiencies and the detected indel variants [62]. A first output file ‘Variants’ 
presented the detected indel variants, along with information about their location, type 
(insertion or deletion), length, flanking sequence and their absolute and relative frequency. In 
addition, general indel rates are shown in the ‘Efficiencies’ file.  
 
Next, the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV), a high-performance visualization tool for 
exploration of genomic datasets, was used to visualize the NGS reads [63]. Further, the cDNA 
of the target gene was adjusted with the most frequent indels caused by crRNAs H1 and H2 
and translated into the protein sequence by ExPASy Translate Tool 
(https://web.expasy.org/translate/) to assess whether the corresponding indels lead to a 
frameshift mutation, potentially causing a non-functional protein.  
 
2.3.7. Prediction of indel mutations at the target site   
 
Finally, our results were compared with results of the prediction tool ‘inDelphi’ 
(https://indelphi.giffordlab.mit.edu/), which claims to accurately predict the spectrum of Cas9-
mediated products along with predicted frameshift frequencies and precision at a specified 
target site [64]. The inDelphi model was trained on data in several cell types, such as mESC, 
U2OS, HCT116, K562, and HEK293 (Human Embryonic Kidney-293) cells. Predictions in 
these cell types are most confident, however, it is described on the website that inDelphi tool 
is also relevant beyond these five cell types to other mammalian cell types. HESCs, for 
instance, are likely to have similar repair outcomes as mESCs. As such, we used the settings 
of the mESCs and HEK293 cells for the analysis of our data.  
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3. RESULTS 
 

3.1. Characterization of the hESCs 
3.1.1. Morphology of the hESCs 

 
As the naive state is more amendable to genome editing, primed hESCs were converted into 
a naive state by culturing them into different naive medium conditions, GDN and RSeT, as 
described in 2.1.1. The hESCs cultured in GDN medium formed round, small, dome-shaped 
cell colonies with clear edges after several passages, indicating the conversion to naive 
pluripotency (Figure 6). Similarly, in RSeT medium, after 6 to 7 passages, we also observed 
dome-shaped colonies with round and clear edges, however they were apparently smaller 
compared to the colonies in GDN medium, indicating a slower growth rate.  
 

3.1.2. Analysis of the pluripotency characteristics of the hESCs  
 

To further determine the pluripotency characteristics of the hESCs, immunostaining for the 
pluripotency markers OCT4 and NANOG was performed (Figure 7). Both conditions showed 
nuclear expression of OCT4 and NANOG, confirming their pluripotency. The performed 
negative controls eliminated the occurrence of non-specific binding (Figure S1).  

RSeT  GDN  

Figure 6 Colonies of hESC line C8 cultured in GDN and RSeT conditions 
Scale bar = 400 µm 
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3.2. Genome editing  
3.2.1. Design of crRNAs  
 
Firstly, the ideal position of targeting was defined for the two candidate target genes based on 
on- and off-target predictions of the online tools CRISPRscan, CRISPRdirect and the IDT 
‘CRISPR-Cas9 guide RNA design checker’ tool. 
 
The first gene that we wanted to target is NANOG, which consists out of 4 exons. According 
to the guidelines for optimal target selection, described in section 2.3.1., we aimed to select 
target sites in exon 2. Subjecting the sequence of exon 2 to three online design tools, resulted 
in the identification of only one target site, displaying a predicted high on-target and low off-
target editing score. Therefore, we relaxed our requirements and explored additional options 
for target selection. As a result, an additional target site in exon 1 was selected which displayed 
decent on- and off-target scores. The selected crRNAs with their corresponding scores are 
presented in Table 6. 
 
Our second candidate target gene, CDX2, contains 3 exons. Therefore, a crRNA targeting 
exon 2 would be theoretically most ideal. After subjecting the sequence of exon 2 to the online 
tools, one crRNA was selected. Moreover, a second target site in exon 1 was found, displaying 
high on-target and off-target scores (Table 6). 
 

Figure 7 Immunostaining analysis of C8 in RSeT and GDN conditions. 
Nuclear staining was performed using DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, blue), the cells 
were stained for NANOG (green) and OCT4 (red) expression. An overlay of the different 
stainings is shown in the last column. Scale bar = 200 µm 

RSeT 

GDN 

DAPI/NANOG/OCT4 OCT4 NANOG DAPI 
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Table 6 Selected crRNAs for NANOG and CDX2 targeting experiments, and corresponding scores from IDT website, CRISPRscan and 
CRISPRdirect 

CRISPR RNA: 20mer + PAM (total 23mer)  IDT WEBSITE CRISPR SCAN CRISPR DIRECT 
NANOG   EXON? On-

target 
Off-

target 
CRISPR 

scan 
score 

Off-targets Number of target sites 
CFD All Seed 20mer 

+PAM 
12mer 
+PAM 

     5’ CAGTCGGATGCTTCAAAGCAAGG 3’ 
 

1 of 4 57% 53% / / / / 1 37 

5’ AGAGAAGAGTGTCGCAAAAAAGG 3’ 
 

2 of 4 58% 0% 60 25.49 1 1 1 3 

  IDT WEBSITE CRISPR SCAN CRISPR DIRECT 
CDX2 EXON? On-

target 
Off-

target 
CRISPR 

scan 
score 

Off-targets Number of target sites 

CFD All Seed 20mer 
+PAM 

12mer 
+PAM 

5’ GGACTACGGCGGTTACCACGTGG 3’ 
 

1 of 3 63% 97% 42 2.09 0 0 1 4 

5’ TGGTGTACACGGACCACCAGCGG 3’ 
 

2 of 3  68% 78% 81 8.44 0 0 1 2 
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3.2.2. Morphology of genome-edited hESCs  
3.2.2.1. NANOG knockout  
 
To evaluate the editing efficiency and characteristics of the CRISPR/Cas9 system in hESCs for the 
two different naive culture conditions, CRISPR/Cas9 components were transfected in GDN and 
RSeT cells as ribonucleoproteins two days after splitting as described in 2.3.2. and 2.3.3. Four 
different reactions were performed, each with another crRNA, namely two crRNAs targeting a 
different region of NANOG, a positive control targeting HPRT and a negative control without any 
CRISPR/Cas9 component. 
 
Our first series of experiments, NANOG KO in GDN and RSeT conditions, failed. First, during cell 
harvesting, cells were covered with trypsin longer than normal. In addition, a too low cell count was 
obtained for both conditions and therefore the RSeT and GDN cells were mixed to obtain enough 
cells to perform the four desired reactions. The day after nucleofection, al lot of cell death was 
observed, but also some cells were starting to attach. Two days after nucleofection, everything was 
dead, and no cell attachment was observed. As such, we decided to change our protocol a bit. 
Firstly, cells were seeded denser during the last splitting before nucleofection. Secondly, we did 
not treat both cell types (GDN vs RSeT) at the same time, to avoid excessive exposure of the cells 
to trypsin. Thirdly, during the following experiments, the whole process was performed in our own 
lab, except the last step where we need to add the RNP complexes to the hESCs followed by 
nucleofection. As a result, cells could be maintained for a longer period in the incubator in their 
normal environment of 37°C and low oxygen tension.
 
During the next NANOG targeting experiments, for six confluent wells of a 6-well plate, a cell count 
of 993 000 and 987 000 cells was obtained for GDN and RSeT respectively (Figure 8). As such, 
approximately 250 000 cells were used for each nucleofection reaction in both conditions. Pictures 
of the cells at day 2 after nucleofection are shown in Figure 9. 
 

 

GDN RSeT 

Figure 8 NANOG KO: GDN and RSeT cells at day 2 after splitting, day of the CRISPR experiments. 
Scale bar = 400 µm 
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GDN 

crRNA H1 crRNA H2 Positive control: HPRT Negative control 

RSeT 

Figure 9 NANOG KO: GDN and RSeT cells at day two after nucleofection. 
Scale bar = 400 µm 
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In each condition, cells were attached 2 days after nucleofection, however, a lot of floating dead 
cells could be observed, which were more prominent in the GDN condition (Figure 9). Moreover, 
in the GDN cells, clear naive colonies could be observed in each nucleofection reaction, compared 
to RSeT where only clear naive colonies were seen in the positive control, however, very few. In 
addition, in the other RSeT reactions, cells were clearly attached, and some very small naive 
colonies were observed. Moreover, morphologically, there was no clear difference between the 
nucleofection reaction with crRNA H1 or crRNA H2, not in in the GDN conditions nor in RSeT. 
Further, no clear differences were observed compared to the negative control.  
 
3.2.2.2. CDX2 knockout 
 
As the positive control was already tested in both conditions during the NANOG targeting 
experiments, it was not included anymore during the CDX2 experiments. For the rest, the same 
procedure was applied as described in 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The experiments were performed at day 
two after splitting, however, the GDN cells seemed slightly differentiated as colonies were observed 
without the typical naive characteristics, so without round clear edges (Figure 10). A cell count of 
1 248 000 cells from ten wells of GDN, and 441 000 cells from six wells of RSeT was obtained. 
Therefore, for GDN, we were able to perform the three desired nucleofection reactions, namely the 
one with crRNA H1, crRNA H2 and the negative control. However, for RSeT, due to the low number 
of cells, we only performed nucleofection with crRNA H1 and the negative control as a minimum of 
200 000 cells is required per reaction. 
 

In the GDN condition, much cell death was observed 2 days after nucleofection (Figure 11). 
Moreover, a lot of cells were clearly attached and hESCs colonies were formed, however, most of 
them looked more primed instead of naive. Again, no clear morphological differences were 
observed between the two nucleofection reactions with the different crRNAs. In the negative 
control, more cells were attached, and more naive colonies could be observed. In contrast, in the 
RSeT condition, there was less cell death compared to GDN. In addition, more cell attachment and 
less cell death were seen in the negative control compared to the first nucleofection reaction with 
crRNA H1. Furthermore, small naive colonies were present in both nucleofection reactions, which 
were more prominent in the negative control.

GDN RSeT 

Figure 10 CDX2 KO: GDN and RSeT cells at day two after splitting, day of CRISPR experiments. 
Scale bar = 400 µm 
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GDN 

RSeT 

crRNA H1 Negative control  crRNA H2 

Figure 11 CDX2 knockout: GDN and RSeT cells at day 2 after nucleofection 
Scale bar = 400 µm 
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3.2.3. Efficiency of NANOG knockout in GDN conditions 
3.2.3.1. CRISPR RNA H1  
 
To define the editing efficiency and the induced indel variants of the CRISPR, DNA was extracted 
at day 2 after nucleofection from the transfected cells. After DNA amplification and sequencing 
(Illumina MiSeq), the overall editing efficiencies and the detected indel variants were quantified with 
BATCH-GE.  
 
For crRNA H1, we obtained a mutagenesis efficiency of 52.10% (Table 7). Our negative control 
sample, consisting out of the CRISPR negative control with addition of the primers in exon 2 for 
amplification, gave a mutagenesis efficiency of 0.47%, which is a normal baseline value due to 
potential errors during PCR and editing.  
 
 
 
 Table 7 Editing efficiencies of the different crRNAs. Transfected sample = attached cells, Negative control 
= CRISPR negative control + primers in corresponding exon for PCR. 

 
 
 
In general, about 70% of the indels induced by crRNA H1 were deletions of which a single base 
deletion (D1) was the most common. However, the predominant indel was a single base insertion 
(I1) with a relative frequency of 19.74%, followed by deletions of 1, 2, 4 or 13 bases at a relative 
frequency of 16.50%, 4.53%, 1.94% and 1.29% respectively (Figure 12). Moreover, some larger 
deletions were induced, however with a very low frequency. Also, no insertions bigger than length 
2 were seen. In supplementary Figure S4-S5, an overview is given of all the induced indel 
mutations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

crRNA 
Editing efficiency 

Transfected Sample Negative control 
NANOG H1 52.10% 0.47% 
NANOG H2 96.07% 3.28% 
HPRT  62.08% 1.19% 
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Figure 12 NANOG KO: frequency and type of indels induced by crRNA H1. 
 

 
The reads were further visualized with IGV as BATCH-GE sometimes makes an overestimation in 
the quantification. For example, for one readpair, we could observe a dinucleotide deletion at the 
beginning of the read followed by a single base deletion. BATCH-GE counts those indels 
separately, while they actually occur on the same read, leading to a combined deletion of three 
bases and should not be counted twice. Therefore, the frequencies are not always accurate and 
should be confirmed by visualization, for example in IGV.  
 
For the most frequent indels, it was examined whether they cause a frameshift mutation, by 
comparing the protein sequence of the normal transcript with the protein sequence of the transcript 
adapted for the indel. For crRNA H1, the five predominant indels lead to a frameshift mutation, 
inducing all of the codons occurring after the deletion or insertion to be read incorrectly during 
translation. As a result, a premature stop codon is formed, probably causing a non-functional 
protein. However, D3, D9, D12, D18 and D21 (multiples of 3), all occurring at a frequency of less 
than 1%, do not lead to a frameshift mutation but only to the deletion of some amino acids in the 
protein. As such, the protein production machinery can still continue to read the sequence after the 
mutation, resulting in proteins with small parts missing. Since the majority of the protein is intact, it 
may still be partially functional.  
 
Subsequently, our results were compared with predicted Cas9-mediated products of inDelphi tool 
in mESCs and HEK293 cells. For crRNA H1, our most frequently occurring indels were also 
predicted by inDelphi (Figure 13). Even tough small differences could be observed between 
mESCs and HEK293 cells in view of frequencies, the same indels were predicted in both cell types. 

20%

16%

5%
2%1%

8%

48%

I1 - agagtgtcgc[a]aaaaaaggaa

D1 - agagtgtcgc[a]aaaaaggaag

D2 - agagtgtcgc[aa]aaaaggaaga

D4 - agagtgtcgc[aaaa]aaggaagaca

D13 - agagtgtcg[caaaaaaggaaga]caaggt

Other indel mutations with a frequency < 1%

No indel mutation

D1

I1

D13
D4

D2

Others 

Reference and Cas9 cleavage site:  
        agagtgtcgcaa|aaaaggaa 
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Moreover, information about frameshift frequency can be obtained on inDelphi which is informative 
for designing crRNAs for gene knockouts. For crRNA H1, the predictive frameshift frequency is 
77% in mESCs and 81% in HEK293 cells, which is a typical frameshift frequency. Furthermore, the  
target site is predicted to have high precision.  
 
3.2.3.2. CRISPR RNA H2 
 
For crRNA H2, located in exon 1, an editing efficiency of 96.07% was obtained (Table 7). For the 
negative control sample, the negative CRISPR control with the addition of the primers in exon 1 for 
PCR, a mutagenesis efficiency of 3.28% was obtained. 
 
Overall, 75% of the different type of indels were deletions. The predominant indel was a single 
base insertion, with a relative frequency of 56.86% (Figure 14). Furthermore, 7.84% of the indels 
were deletions of 1 base, followed by a dinucleotide insertion at a frequency of 5.88%. Deletions 
of 8 and 10 bases occurred at a frequency of 3.92% and all the other indels occurred at a frequency 
of 1.96%. Further, on IGV, we observed one read with 3 different indels (I10, I4 and D1) meaning 
that BATCH-GE again made a slight overestimation. In supplementary Figure S6-S7, an overview 
is given of all the indel mutations induced by crRNA H2. 

Figure 13 NANOG KO: Predicted indel mutations at target site in mESCs (A) and HEK293 cells (B) for crRNA H1 
Figure adapted from inDelphi (https://indelphi.giffordlab.mit.edu/). 
Red = microhomology deletion, blue = 1-bp insertion, orange = microhomology-less deletion 

A 

B 
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For the 5 predominant indels, it was examined whether they induce a frameshift mutation by using 
the ExPASy translate tool, which showed that all of our most frequently occurring mutations 
changed the reading frame leading to an altered, potentially non-functional protein. However, one 
in-frame mutation was induced, namely a deletion of 15 bases, which led to a protein with a small 
part missing. As the majority of the protein remains intact, it may still be functional.  
 
Finally, the results were compared with predictions of inDelphi. For crRNA H2, again the same 
deletions were predicted in mESCs and HEK293 cells, with small differences in frequencies 
(Figure 15). Moreover, according to inDelphi, the crRNA has high precision and high frameshift 
frequencies (85%). However, major differences were seen between the predicted indels of inDelphi 
and our obtained indels as almost none of our indel mutations were correctly predicted by the online 
tool.  
 
 
 

55%

7%

5%

4%

4%

4%

21%
I1 - cttgccttgc[t]tttgaagcat

D1 - cttgccttgc[t]ttgaagcatc

I2 - cttgccttgc[tt]tttgaagcat

D10 - aaagc[ttgccttgct]ttgaagcatc

D8 - cttgcctt[gctttgaa]gcatccgact

No indel mutation

other indel mutations, all at a
frequency of 1,96 %I2

Figure 14 NANOG KO: Frequency and type of indels induced by crRNA H2. 
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3.2.4. CDX2 knockout: predictions of indel mutations at the target site 
 
Unfortunately, due to technical failure of the MiSeq machine, we were only able to obtain the results 
about NANOG KO in GDN condition in time. Instead, only predictions were made about CDX2 
crRNA H1 and H2 by using inDelphi.  
 
3.2.4.1. CRISPR RNA H1 
 
For crRNA H1, located in exon 1, most of the predicted indels matched between mESCs and 
HEK293 cells, however with small differences in their frequencies (Figure 16). The predominant 
indel in both cell types was a 14-bp deletion. Moreover, according to inDelphi, our crRNA will induce 
a typical frameshift frequency ranging around 75% and the target site has high precision. 

Figure 15 NANOG KO: Predicted indel mutations at target site in mESCs (A) and HEK293 cells (B) for crRNA H2 
Figure adapted from inDelphi (https://indelphi.giffordlab.mit.edu/). 
Red = microhomology deletion, blue = 1-bp insertion, orange = microhomology-less deletion 

A 

B 
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3.2.4.2. CRISPR RNA H2 
 
For crRNA H2 in exon 2, the predicted indels matched between both cell types, with small 
differences in their frequencies (Figure 17). The predicted indel with the highest frequency was a 
3-bp deletion for both cell types. As a 3-bp deletion is an in-frame mutation, the crRNA gets a low 
frameshift mutation score of 62%. By using ExPASy translate tool, the protein sequence of the 
normal transcript was compared to the protein sequence adapted for the 3-bp deletion. Indeed, the 
3-bp deletion only led to the deletion of one amino acid, meaning that the majority of the protein 
remains intact. As such, the protein may still be partially functional.  
 

Figure 16 CDX2 KO: Predicted indel mutations at target site in mESCs (A) and HEK293 cells (B) for crRNA H1 
Figure adapted from inDelphi (https://indelphi.giffordlab.mit.edu/). 
Red = microhomology deletion, blue = 1-bp insertion, orange = microhomology-less deletion 

A 

B 
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Figure 17 CDX2 KO: Predicted indel mutations at target site in mESCs (A) and HEK cells (B) for crRNA H2 
Figure adapted from inDelphi (https://indelphi.giffordlab.mit.edu/). 
Red = microhomology deletion, blue = 1-bp insertion, orange = microhomology-less deletion 

 

A 
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4. DISCUSSION  
 
Specific gene disruption in human embryonic stem cells by using CRISPR/Cas9 is of great 
importance to unravel the role of different genes/pathways during early embryonic development 
and accomplish the therapeutic potential of PSCs. In this thesis, we wanted to evaluate the 
efficiency and usability of the CRISPR/Cas9 process for the silencing of two genes involved in early 
embryonic development, NANOG and CDX2, in two different media supporting naive pluripotency, 
namely GDN and RSeT. 
 
The naive state is more amendable to genome editing due to its fast proliferation rate, single-cell 
passaging, high single-cell cloning efficiency and its more homogeneous character [24,53]. 
Therefore, primed hESCs were converted towards naive pluripotency by using two different culture 
media, namely RSeT and GDN. Indeed, we observed successful conversion towards a more naive 
state in both conditions, with the first evidence depicted by the appearance of domed colonies with 
round edges after several passages [21,22]. However, some clear differences could be observed 
between GDN and RSeT conditions. Firstly, RSeT cells formed smaller colonies and grew 
significantly slower and as such the conversion towards naive pluripotency was more slowly 
established compared to GDN conditions. This was expected as it is recommended by STEMCELL 
technologies to culture to passage 7 in order to achieve stable morphology in RSeT conditions. 
Secondly, lower splitting ratios were needed for RSeT cells, due to the slower growth rate, making 
it more difficult to obtain high cell amounts required for the CRISPR experiments. Yet, once colonies 
were formed, the RSeT cells looked better than the GDN cells showing more naive characteristics 
as described in Table 1. As a result, RSeT cells could possibly be more appropriate for efficient 
gene editing [53]. The pluripotency profile of the converted stem cells was further assessed by 
examining the expression of core pluripotency markers OCT4 and NANOG by immunostaining 
analysis. Both conditions showed similar expression of the tested pluripotency markers, confirming 
their pluripotency state. However, it must be noted that based on morphology, it cannot be stated 
with certainty that cells are completely naive. Therefore, naive pluripotency should be further 
confirmed by immunostaining analysis of naive markers, such as KLF2. Instead of immunostaining, 
also quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) gene expression analysis could be performed to 
examine expression levels of naive-specific pluripotency genes such as KLF2, KLF4, REX1 or 
ESRRB [22]. As we did not perform any of the previous tests before nucleofection, it is possible 
that cells were not entirely naive at the moment of the CRISPR experiments. 
 
To investigate the genome editing efficiency in hESCs cultured in RSeT and GDN medium, cells 
were transfected with CRISPR/Cas9 components targeting different regions of NANOG and CDX2, 
by nucleofection two days after splitting. Our first series of experiments (NANOG KO in GDN + 
RSeT conditions) failed as all the cells were dead two days after nucleofection. However, at day 1 
after nucleofection, some cells were starting to attach, but possibly the attached cells were the 
MEFs and the dead cells the hESCs. The failure of the first experiment could be due to various 
reasons. First, during cell harvesting, cells were covered for a too long period with trypsin possibly 
leading to cell damage and subsequently cell death. In addition, we obtained a too low number of 
cells and therefore the RSeT and GDN cells were mixed to obtain enough cells to perform the four 
desired reactions. Besides, cells were kept outside the incubator for a long time, causing stress to 
the cells as they were outside their normal environment. As such, we decided to seed our cells 
denser during the last splitting before nucleofection and we performed the whole process except 
the nucleofection in our own lab. As a result, cells were not maintained for a long time outside their 
normal environment of 37°C and low oxygen tension, causing less stress to the cells and enhancing 
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cell survival. Indeed, the following experiments were more successful probably due to the 
adaptations in the protocol.  
 
The NANOG targeting experiments were repeated in GDN and RSeT conditions. In the GDN cells, 
the CRISPR/Cas9 system worked efficiently with editing efficiencies ranging from 52% for NANOG 
crRNA H1 to 92% for NANOG crRNA H2. For both crRNAs, single base insertions were the 
predominant indels, followed by single base deletions. These indels were expected as it has 
already been published by for example Allen et al., who gathered data for more than 109 mutational 
outcomes, that insertions of a single base and short deletions are the majority of mutations induced 
after NHEJ [65]. Moreover, in HEK293 cells, it was described by Mali et al. that most indels resulting 
from NHEJ following Cas9 cleavage are present near the 3’ end of the target site, 3 to 4-bp 
upstream of the PAM, which is also the theoretical cleavage site of Cas9 [45]. Jacobs et al., also 
described that the indels in naive hESCs were located around this position, and this was also 
consistent with our results [53].   
 
Remarkably, for crRNA H1, the predicted indels on inDelphi tool in HEK293 cells and mESCs 
corresponded fairly well with our obtained data. Still, for crRNA H2, major differences were seen 
as almost none of our indels were correctly predicted by the online tool. It has been reported by 
Miyaoka et al. that genome editing outcomes are dependent on cell type (iPSCs and HEK293 cells). 
However, Jacobs et al. did not see any effect of the chosen cell type (naive hESCs and HEK293 
cells) on editing outcomes, but only an influence of the used sgRNA and chosen target locus were 
seen [53,66]. Also, inDelphi uses the same computational model for deletions across all cell-types, 
only using cell type information when predicting the frequency of the indels. Further, it is important 
to note that inDelphi can only predict the relative frequencies of 1-bp insertions and 1- to 60-bp 
deletion genotypes, meaning that the 2-bp insertion induced by crRNA H2 cannot be predicted by 
the tool. In conclusion, we cannot always rely on inDelphi, however, it is an interesting tool to use, 
for instance to get a first idea about the possible frameshift frequency of a certain crRNA targeting 
a coding region of a gene and to predict its specificity in hESCs. We still need to wait for the results 
of the MiSeq to know whether the indels for CDX2 are correctly predicted. Yet, we would rather 
expect a smaller deletion or a 1-bp insertion as predominant indel instead of the 14-bp deletion for 
crRNA H1 [65,67]. Moreover, if the predicted 3-bp deletion induced by crRNA H2 would not be the 
predominant indel, we would expect to have a higher frameshift frequency. Furthermore, till now, 
NANOG crRNA H2 seems most optimal to use for subsequent NANOG targeting experiments in 
human embryos due to the high mutagenesis efficiency. After targeting experiments in human 
embryos, it would be interesting to see whether the indel types correlate between hESCs and 
human embryos, induced by the same crRNA. A correlation between the two is expected, as 
previously reported by Fogarty et al. who performed OCT4-targeting experiments by CRISPR/Cas9 
in hESCs and human embryos [3].  
 
A striking difference was the amount of cell death in the two conditions after nucleofection. In the 
RSeT cells, clearly less cell death was observed, especially during the CDX2 experiments, possibly 
because in RSeT we obtained a more naive state, enabling higher survival of single-cell passaging. 
Besides, the GDN cells already looked slightly differentiated at the day of the CDX2 KO 
experiments. In addition, we could already observe a lot of cell death during the last GDN passages 
before nucleofection. Therefore, the editing efficiency and survival rate could be a bit biased. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that the protocol of Jacobs et al. was optimized for naive cells 
cultured in GDN conditions. In this work, we aimed to investigated whether similar experimental 
conditions would also be applicable to hESCs cultured in RSeT conditions. As we were able to 
obtain high editing efficiency during the NANOG KO experiments in GDN conditions, 200 000 cells 
are probably enough for nucleofection and no further optimizations are needed for the CRISPR 
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process in GDN cells. In RSeT condition, analysis of indel frequency will ultimately determine 
whether further optimization is needed. Due to the significantly lower growth rate of the RSeT cells 
in comparison to the GDN cells, adaptations to the transfected cell amount (approximately 250 000 
cells for GDN) might be necessary. The lower growth rate was likely also the reason that it was not 
possible to observe clear naive colonies two days after nucleofection, compared to the GDN cells. 
Besides, it could be expected that the RSeT cells need other, cell-state-specific optimized 
nucleofection conditions compared to the GDN cells, such as adapted duration of the electric shock 
or another voltage. 

Moreover, some other factors are influencing the nucleofection process. It is for example 
recommended by Lonza and ThermoFisher to not use hESCs with high passage number (> 
passage 30, P30) as hESCs of lower passage numbers typically respond better to transfection and 
will have higher efficiencies and viabilities compared to higher passage cells [68]. However, the 
GDN cells were at P35 and P18 at the moment of the experiments and the RSeT cells at P21 when 
they were converted to the naive state. Besides, they were again already at P16 after conversion 
at the day of the CRISPR experiments. Using hESCs with a lower passage number could thus 
enhance the transfection efficiency and improve the survival of the hESCs after gene editing. As 
we already obtained high editing efficiencies, especially for crRNA H2 transfected in GDN cells at 
P36, using lower passage numbers is probably not that crucial for editing efficiencies, but it could 
still enhance cell survival. However, it is worth nothing that ESCs are a sensitive cell type prone to 
genetic instability and as such it would be more desirable to use cells with a low number of 
passages or to characterize their genomic integrity before and after nucleofection [69].  

Finally, cell survival could also be influenced by CRISPR/Cas9 targeting of the feeder layer, on 
which the hESCs are maintained. Therefore, it would be desired to remove feeder cells from the 
hESC culture prior to nucleofection. A way to remove the MEFs is with the pre-plating technique. 
First, all the cells are detached by trypsin to obtain a single-cell suspension. Subsequently, trypsin 
is inactivated by MEF-medium and the cell suspension is plated onto a gelatin-coated TI75 flask 
and placed into the incubator for 1 hour. The feeder cells will attach more readily to the gelatin and 
the hESCs will stay in suspension. Therefore, the cells in suspension can be harvested to obtain 
the purified hESCs. Besides, the pre-plating technique can also be applied before DNA extraction, 
to obtain DNA only from the hESCs and not from the MEFs. As an alternative, the hESCs can be 
cultured in specified media on ECM coated dishes, so without the need of MEFs, but this method 
is more expensive compared to co-culture with MEFs or the pre-plating method. During our 
experiments, human-specific crRNAs and human-specific PCR primers were used, so normally no 
mouse DNA accidentally extracted from the MEFs could interfere with our results, making it not 
completely necessary to remove the MEFs. However, feeder-free conditions could remove batch-
to-batch variability and improve reproducibility [25].  
 
In conclusion, we were only able to define the overall editing efficiencies of the different crRNAs 
targeting NANOG in hESCs in GDN conditions. Analysis of editing efficiency of NANOG KO in 
RSeT cells, and CDX2 KO in both GDN and RSeT cells will be carried out shortly.  
 
4.1. Future experiments 
 
In a next step, nucleofection will be repeated with the most efficient crRNA for both cell types and 
both genes. Following nucleofection, the transfected cells will be kept in culture to follow up survival 
during subsequent culturing and will be morphologically evaluated, to assess the influence of gene 
knockout on the maintenance of pluripotency. More specifically, expression of pluripotency-related 
markers such as OCT4 and the naive marker KLF2 will be examined through qPCR in genome-
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edited hESCs compared to wild type hESCs, to evaluate the pluripotency character of the cells 
after genome editing.  
 
Up to now, NANOG crRNA H2 looks most promising, as an editing efficiency of 96% was obtained. 
However, the edited hESCs need to be further analyzed for off-target effects. The crRNA design 
tools give ranked lists of possible off-target sites for each crRNA, based on the number and 
positions of mismatches. For each crRNA, the most predicted off-target sites should be screened 
for the presence of undesired indel mutations. Therefore, DNA needs to be extracted from the 
edited cells and amplified for the desired region with possible off-target indel mutations. 
Subsequently, NGS have to be performed. In the end, we will be able to select the crRNA with the 
highest efficiency and lowest potential off-target effects. The selected crRNA could then be used 
to target NANOG efficiently and without off-target effects in human embryos.  
 
Furthermore, isolation of monoclonal genome-edited colonies will be performed, using several 
approaches of limiting dilution. A first method is by using a diluted cell density as low as 0.5 cells 
per aliquot and transferring one aliquot into each well of a 96-well plate [53]. Seeding at an average 
of 0.5 cells/well would ensure that some wells will receive a single-cell, while minimizing the 
likelihood that any well would receive more than 1 cell, according to a Poisson distribution. Another 
method is by serial dilution in which the wells of the first column receive 100 µL of cell suspension 
at a density of 1000 cells/mL. Next, 2-fold serial dilutions are made horizontally across the plate. 
Single clones are expected in the last columns of the plate and therefor saving the scanning labor 
by limiting the possible wells of interest to 3-4 columns instead of the whole 96-well plate. 
Subsequently, genomic DNA will be extracted from half of the cells from the single-cell clones and 
the other half will be used for further expansion of the colonies. After DNA extraction, DNA will be 
amplified by PCR, followed by library preparation and NGS to analyze the desired genotype 
(homozygous, heterozygous or compound heterozygous). Finally, the desired genome-edited 
colonies should be identified and expanded.  
 
Validation of NANOG knockout on protein level could be assessed by Western blot analysis and 
immunohistochemistry, comparing the protein expression with wildtype hESCs. Further, also other 
pluripotency-associated markers could be tested, such as OCT4 and the naive marker KLF2, to 
assess the effect of the editing on other pluripotency markers. 
 
4.2. Future editing in hESCs and human embryos 
  
Eventually, we will be able to select the most optimal crRNA, based on the mutagenesis efficiency 
and off-target effects, to target the desired genes efficiently and precisely in human embryos. 
Ultimately, CDX2 KO in embryos will allow to unravel the effect on lineage segregation during 
human embryonic development. Subsequently to the targeting experiments in human embryos, we 
should also assess whether the indel types correlate between human ESCs and embryos.  

Targeted knockout of a range of vital genes involved in early development, both in hESCs and 
human embryos, could provide novel insights in discrepancies and similarities with mouse 
embryogenesis. Next to NANOG and CDX2, a gene of interest is the post-implantation gene OTX2. 
It is described in literature that Otx2-KO mESCs express a naive identity and an abnormal 
conversion to the primed state [35]. In addition, overexpression of Otx2 induces primed identity. 
When the transcription factor can successfully be deleted in hESCs by CRISPR/Cas9, it could be 
tested whether the conversion to primed pluripotency is still possible. As such, the deletion of OTX2 
could allow us to potentially obtain a stable naive pluripotency state. Furthermore, the expression 
levels of NANOG in OTX2-KO hESCs should be examined to evaluate whether OTX2 KO also 
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leads to downregulation of NANOG in hESCs, as described by Acampora et al. in mESCs cultured 
in LIF + FBS [34].   

5. CONCLUSION  
 
The genome editing technique CRISPR/Cas9 was used to target the developmental genes NANOG 
and CDX2 in human embryonic stem cells. As the naive state is more feasible for genome editing, 
existing human embryonic stem cell lines were first converted towards the naive state using GDN 
and RSeT medium. 
 
High editing efficiencies were obtained for NANOG knockout in naive hESCs in GDN conditions, 
especially for crRNA H2. As such, our experimental set-up can be applied to target many other 
developmental genes of interest in hESCs. Further research should focus on the validation of 
NANOG knockout on the protein level by Western blot or immunostaining analysis. Moreover, 
before deciding that NANOG crRNA H2 would be the most optimal to use, experiments have to be 
repeated to evaluate possible off-target effects. Subsequently, the most favorable crRNA can be 
selected to target genes in human embryos. Ultimately, it has to be determined whether the loss of 
NANOG impedes the maintenance of pluripotency.  
 
Analysis of editing efficiency of NANOG KO in RSeT cells, and CDX2 KO in both GDN and RSeT 
cells will be carried out shortly. 
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APPENDIX 	

1. CELL CULTURE  
MEF medium  
440 ml Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (1X DMEM) 
50 ml Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes 
5 ml L-Glutamine 
5 ml Penicillin/Streptomycin 
 
Mitomycin C 
2 ml Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (1X DPBS) 
2 mg mitomycin C 
200 ml 1X DMEM 
 
Gelatin 0,1% 
0.5 g gelatin powder 
500 ml sterile water 
 
RSeTTM medium kit  
398.5 mL RSeTTM Basal Medium  
100 mL 5X supplement 
1 mL 500X supplement 
0.5 mL1000X supplement 
 
Freezing of naive hESCs 
Naive hESCs were trypsinized and centrifuged to collect the cells. Next, the cells were resuspended 
in naive medium containing Rock inhibitor (Y-27632). Subsequently, freezing solution was added, 
consisting of 20% DMSO and 80% filtered FBS. The cells were added into a cryovial and frozen at 
a rate of -1°C per minute until -80°C was reached. The next day, the cryovial was stored in liquid 
nitrogen.  
 
Thawing of naive hESCs 
Cryovials were thawed in a warm water bath at 37°C and added dropwise to thawing medium, 
consisting out of 15% filtered FBS and 85% DMEM. Cells were centrifuged and resuspended in 
pre-warmed culture medium with Rock inhibitor (Y-27632). Next, the cells were plated on freshly 
inactivated MEFs.  

2. IMMUNOSTAINING 
1x PBS 
5 ml 10x PBS 
45 ml embryo transfer water 
 
100x Triton 
500 µl Triton 
49.5 ml 1x PBS 
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200x Tween 
250 µl 10x Tween 
49.75 ml 1x PBS 
 
Permeability solution 
10 ml 1x PBS 
0.01 ml 100x Triton 
 
Blocking solution  
9 ml 1x PBS 
1 ml Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) 
0.01 ml 10x Tween 
0.1 g Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) 

3. NUCLEOFECTION 
P3 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit S of Lonza (catalogue number V4XP-3032) 
Nucleofector Solution 
Nucleofector Supplement 
pmaxGFP Vector 
 
4D nucleofector Core Unit of Lonza (catalogue number AAF-1002B) 

4. DNA EXTRACTION 
GenEluteTM Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit (G1N70-1KT) 
Resuspension solution 
Lysis Solution T 
Lysis Solution C 
Column Preparation Solution 
Wash solution Concentrate 
Elution Solution (10 mM Tris-HCL, 0.5mM EDTA, pH 9.0) 
Proteinase K (from Tritirachium album, lyophilized powder) 
RNase A solution  
GenEluteTM Miniprep Binding Columns in tubes 
Collection tubes (2.0 mL capacity) 

5. DNA AMPLIFICATION (PCR) 
KAPA2G Robust HotStart ReadyMix PCR Kit (KK5603) 
KAPA2G Robust Standard or HotStart DNA Polymerase (5 U/μL) 
5X KAPA2G Buffer A with MgCl2 
5X KAPA2G Buffer B with MgCl2 
5X KAPA2G GC Buffer with MgCl2 
5X KAPA Enhancer 1 
MgCl2 (25 mM) 
dNTP Mix (10 mM each dNTP; optional) 
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6. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 
 

 

7. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 
 

Table S1 PCR primers. 

Gene  Exon  Primer sequence 
NANOG Exon 1 Forward TCATTATAAATCTAGAGACTCCAGGA 

Reverse ACATAGTTCAAAGGGCAGGTG 
Exon 2 Forward CCATTATAGATCTCTCCCAACGC 

Reverse GTCTTAGCCATGCAAATTAGTCC 
CDX2 Exon 1 Forward CCTCGGAGGCAGAAGAGC 

Reverse CAGAAGCGCAGGAAGGC 
Exon 2 Forward GTCAGACTTGGCAGGAGGC 

Reverse AACTCTCATGGTCCTCTGCC 
 

Figure S1 Negative control of NANOG (green) and OCT4 (red) staining. 
Nuclear staining was performed using DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, blue). An overlay of the 
different stainings is shown in the last column. Scale bar 200 µm 

DAPI NANOG OCT4 DAPI/NANOG/OCT4 
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Table S2 Touchdown PCR program used for the predesigned NANOG primers. 
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Table S3 PCR program used for the predesigned CDX2 primers. 

 Time Temperature 
1. Activation 3 min 95°C 
2. Denaturation 15 sec 95°C 
3. Annealing 10 sec 60°C 
4. Elongation 15 sec 72°C 

35 cycli step 2-4   
5. Final 1 min 72°C 
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Table S4 BATCH-GE results of NANOG KO in GDN cells: indel mutations induced by crRNA H1 (‘Variants’ file). 

Chromosome Positions Type Length FlankingSequence (+ strand) AbsoluteFrequency RelativeFrequency NrOfReads 
chr12 7945649_7945648 INS 1 agagtgtcgc[]aaaaaaggaa 122 0.1974 618 
chr12 7945649_7945649 DEL 1 agagtgtcgc[a]aaaaaggaag 102 0.1650 618 
chr12 7945649_7945650 DEL 2 agagtgtcgc[aa]aaaaggaaga 28 0.0453 618 
chr12 7945649_7945652 DEL 4 agagtgtcgc[aaaa]aaggaagaca 12 0.0194 618 
chr12 7945648_7945660 DEL 13 aagagtgtcg[caaaaaaggaaga]caaggtcccg 8 0.0129 618 
chr12 7945648_7945649 DEL 2 aagagtgtcg[ca]aaaaaggaag 6 0.0097 618 
chr12 7945649_7945648 INS 2 agagtgtcgc[]aaaaaaggaa 6 0.0097 618 
chr12 7945641_7945649 DEL 9 tgcagagaag[agtgtcgca]aaaaaggaag 6 0.0097 618 
chr12 7945651_7945650 INS 1 agtgtcgcaa[]aaaaggaaga 4 0.0064 618 
chr12 7945654_7945653 INS 1 gtcgcaaaaa[]aggaagacaa 4 0.0064 618 
chr12 7945649_7945651 DEL 3 agagtgtcgc[aaa]aaaggaagac 4 0.0064 618 
chr12 7945638_7945649 DEL 12 ttctgcagag[aagagtgtcgca]aaaaaggaag 4 0.0064 618 
chr12 7945634_7945651 DEL 18 ccacttctgc[agagaagagtgtcgcaaa]aaaggaagac 4 0.0064 618 
chr12 7945621_7945621 DEL 1 aaaggcaaac[a]acccacttct 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945652_7945651 INS 1 gtgtcgcaaa[]aaaggaagac 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945654_7945654 DEL 1 gtcgcaaaaa[a]ggaagacaag 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945650_7945649 INS 2 gagtgtcgca[]aaaaaggaag 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945648_7945651 DEL 4 aagagtgtcg[caaa]aaaggaagac 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945638_7945650 DEL 13 ttctgcagag[aagagtgtcgcaa]aaaaggaaga 2 0.0032 618 
chr12 7945630_7945650 DEL 21 caacccactt[ctgcagagaagagtgtcgcaa]aaaaggaaga 2 0.0032 618 

 
 
Table S5 BATCH-GE results of NANOG KO in GDN cells, negative control sample for crRNA H1 (‘Variants’ file). 

Chromosome Positions Type Length FlankingSequence (+ strand) AbsoluteFrequency RelativeFrequency NrOfReads 
chr12 7945649_7945649 DEL 1 agagtgtcgc[a]aaaaaggaag 6 0.0047 1274 
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Table S6 BATCH-GE results of NANOG KO in GDN cells: indel mutations induced by crRNA H2 (‘Variants’ file). 

Chromosome Positions Type Length FlankingSequence (+ strand) AbsoluteFrequency RelativeFrequency NrOfReads 
chr12 7942250_7942249 INS 1 cttgccttgc[]tttgaagcat 58 0.5686 102 
chr12 7942250_7942250 DEL 1 cttgccttgc[t]ttgaagcatc 8 0.0784 102 
chr12 7942250_7942249 INS 2 cttgccttgc[]tttgaagcat 6 0.0588 102 
chr12 7942241_7942250 DEL 10 tccccaaagc[ttgccttgct]ttgaagcatc 4 0.0392 102 
chr12 7942248_7942255 DEL 8 agcttgcctt[gctttgaa]gcatccgact 4 0.0392 102 
chr12 7942237_7942253 DEL 17 cttgtcccca[aagcttgccttgctttg]aagcatccga 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942243_7942255 DEL 13 cccaaagctt[gccttgctttgaa]gcatccgact 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942244_7942259 DEL 16 ccaaagcttg[ccttgctttgaagcat]ccgactgtaa 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942245_7942244 INS 10 caaagcttgc[]cttgctttga 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942246_7942250 DEL 5 aaagcttgcc[ttgct]ttgaagcatc 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942247_7942253 DEL 7 aagcttgcct[tgctttg]aagcatccga 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942249_7942263 DEL 15 gcttgccttg[ctttgaagcatccga]ctgtaaagaa 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942250_7942266 DEL 17 cttgccttgc[tttgaagcatccgactg]taaagaatct 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942251_7942257 DEL 7 ttgccttgct[ttgaagc]atccgactgt 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942257_7942256 INS 4 tgctttgaag[]catccgactg 2 0.0196 102 
chr12 7942264_7942264 DEL 1 aagcatccga[c]tgtaaagaat 2 0.0196 102 
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Table S7 BATCH-GE results of NANOG KO in GDN cells, negative control sample for crRNA H2 (‘Variants’ file). 

Chromosome Positions Type Length FlankingSequence (+ strand) AbsoluteFrequency RelativeFrequency NrOfReads 
chr12 7942223_7942223 DEL 1 gagtgtggat[c]cagcttgtcc 4 0.0131 304 
chr12 7942244_7942244 DEL 1 ccaaagcttg[c]cttgctttga 2 0.0065 304 
chr12 7942250_7942250 DEL 1 cttgccttgc[t]ttgaagcatc 2 0.0065 304 
chr12 7942278_7942278 DEL 1 aaagaatctt[c]acctatgcct 2 0.0065 304 
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8. PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT 

 
Table S8 Used materials. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Products Company Cat. N° 
1 ml pipette VWR International 612-3707 
2 ml pipettes VWR International 612-3704 
5 ml pipettes VWR International 734-0350 
10 ml pipettes VWR International 734-0352 
25 ml pipettes VWR International 734-0343 
50 ml pipettes VWR International 734-0351 
15 ml falcon tubes VWR International 734-0450 
50 ml falcon tubes VWR International 734-0453 
Eppendorf 0.5 ml VWR International  
Eppendorf 1.5 ml VWR International 211-0015 
Cryovial VWR International 479-0801 
6-well plates VWR International 734-1599 
12-well plates VWR International 734-1598   
96-well plate  VWR International  
T25 culture flask + filter top VWR International 734-0044 
T25 culture flask without filter top VWR International 734-0045 
T75 culture flask + filter top VWR International 734-0046 
T75 culture flask without filter top VWR International 734-0049 
Yellow tip boxes VWR International 613-2329 
Blue tip boxes VWR International 613-2332   
Grey tip boxes VWR International  
Filter 250 ml VWR International 513-1571   
Filter 500 ml VWR International 513-1621 
Parafilm VWR International 291-1212   
Coverslips (13 mm) VWR International 631-1578  
Coverslips (staining)   
Glass slides    
Glass slides (+/+)   
Glass beads Sigma-Aldrich Z265926-1EA 
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Table S9 Used equipments. 

Equipment Specifcation 

Centrifuge Eppendorf Multipurpose Centrifuge 
5804R 

Mini Spin Centrifuge  

CO2 incubator 5% O2 Binder, VWR International 
Warm water bath Julabo SW20 Analis 
EVOS light microscope EVOS XL4 – Life Technologies 

EVOS fluorescence microscope EVOS FL – Life Technologies 
Bürker counting chamber Marienfeld-Superior, 0,0025mm² 

 
 
Table S10 Used products. 

Products Company Cat. N° 
Activin A (10μg) R&D Systems 338-AC010 
Ascorbic Acid Sigma-Aldrich A8960 
Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF, 50μg) Peprotech 100-18B 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (5g) Calbiochem 12657-5 
CHIR99021 (5mg) Axon Medchem Axon 1386 

Collagenase Type IV (1g) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 17104-019 

DABCO mounting medium   
Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) SERVA 20385 
Donkey Anti-Rabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor® 
488) Abcam  

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 41965-039 

Dulbecco's Phosphate-Buffered Saline 
(DPBS-/-) Invitrogen 14190144 

Ethanol 70% in Water solution Chem-Lab CL02.0539 
Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) VWR 20816298 

Forskolin (10mg) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 10270-106 

Gelatin powder Sigma-Aldrich G-1890 
Human serum albumin Rode Kruis Vlaanderen - 
Insulin (50 mg) Sigma-Aldrich 2643  
Knock Out Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 
Medium (KO-DMEM) 

Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 10829-018 

Knock Out Serum Replacement (KOSR) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 10828028 

L-Glutamine Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 25030-024 

LIF (human) (10μg)   



 

 XI 

Minimum Essential Medium Non Essential 
Amino Acids (MEM NEAA)   

Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 11140035 

Mitomycin C (2mg) Sigma-Aldrich M4287 
NANOG Antibody Peprotech SC5270 
OCT-3/4 Antibody   
Paraformaldehyde (PFA) powder Sigma-Aldrich 158127 
PD0325901 (5mg) Cayman 13034 

Penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 15140122 

Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) 10X Thermo Fisher 
Scientific AM9624 

ROCKi Y27632 (5mg) Stem cell technologies 72304 
TGFβ   
Triton X-100 (50ml) Sigma-Aldrich T8787 
Trypan bleu 0,4% Sigma-Aldrich T8154   
TrypLE Express   

Trypsin/EDTA 0.05% Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 25300054 

Trypsin/EDTA 0.25% Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 25200056 

Tween 20 (0,05%) (100ml) Sigma-Aldrich P7949   
Water for embryo transfer Sigma-Aldrich W1503 

β-mercaptoethanol (50mM) Thermo Fisher 
Scientific 31350010 

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 

 
 
 
 


